
Cleaning is fun.

• Please read operation manual before use.   • Do not vacuum heating oil, gasoline or cigarette. It causes fire disaster.SAFETY CAUTION

Model

Power Supply

Power supply method

Power Consumption

Charging Time*1

Max Operation Time*2

Dust Cup Capacity

Base Unit Dimension

Weight

EC-A1RAS-P

Input 100 – 240V ~ 50-60 Hz (charger)

Rechargeable (lithium ion battery, 18V)

While charging: Approx. 40W
After charging: Approx. 0.5W

Approx. 80 min
(charging may take up to maximum of about 2 hours depending on the conditions of use,

such as the surrounding temperature or duration of use)

High mode: 8 min 
Standard mode: 30 min

0.13L

222mm W × 220mm D × 980mm H

1.5 kg (including base unit, suction head, pipe and battery)  1.1 kg (base unit)

*1 Charging time varies depending on surrounding temperature and use conditions.
Battery needs to be replaced after being charged/discharged 1,100 times.

*2 Maximum operation time based on Sharp’s standard when a fully charged new battery is used.
It varies depending on floor material, environment and use conditions.
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What makes “RACTIVE Air” advantageous is it’s easy to 

use for various places.

Not only for cleaning the floor but many other places 

where I may find dust.

Quick cleaning has never been so easy.

Now, where else should I clean next?

Floor, top shelves,
it’s so easy to clean.

床も高いところも、
カンタン・きれい。
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1.5kg

It’s lightweight, I love it.

Cordless vacuum cleaners are convenient,

but are usually heavy and tedious to carry.

It is hard to remove dust quickly.

“RACTIVE Air” weights only 1.1kg.

Including the pipe and head, weighing only 1.5kg.

And powerful!

It encourages me to clean more!

Dry Carbon Pipe
The pipe is made of dry carbon, a 
lightweight and strong material used 
for aircraft and rockets. Even with 
such thinness, the pipe still remains 
sturdy.

Turbo Motor
Sharp pursues both ultra lightweight 
and suction power. Large capacity 
motor and centrifugation cyclone 
enable the product to powerfully 
vacuum fine house dust.

Total weight including the main body, battery, 
pipe and suction head.
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The new innovation 
in a vacuum cleaner

Quick Separate Charging
It takes only 80 minutes to charge the 
battery detached from the cleaner.*1

Quick
Charge

80 min

Self Running
Brush rotation helps the cleaner to 
move forward on its own.

Easy Hook
It’s easy to hook the cleaner anywhere 
and start cleaning at any time.

Rubber Grip Handle
Even when you hold the cleaner upward 
to clean high places, it is stable in your 
hand.

Centrifugal Cyclone maintains a strong 
suction power
It separates dust and air to avoid blockage on filters.

Our goal is to provide  ease of use 
for everyone.
“RACTIVE Air” is a collection of 
cutting edge technologies in a 
compact body.

*1 Charging time varies depending on surrounding temperature and use conditions.
*2 Maximum operation time based on Sharp’s standard when a fully charged new battery is used. It varies depending on floor material,    
     environment and use conditions.

-P (Pink)

EC-A1RAS-P
Maximum Operation Time*2

Standard mode : 30 min
High mode           : 8 min

Duster Nozzle Crevice Nozzle

Charger Battery

Accessories

Easy-to-Empty Dust Cup
Dust can be quickly disposed from the 
cup detached from the cleaner.
The dust cup and filters are washable.

Floor Wiping Brush
It wipes surface of wooden floor to 
make it spick-and-span.

Floor Wiping Brush
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